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Estimates we presented in this paperl enabling us to decfde in certain 

cases whether the equations of motion arising from the app‘lieb (preces- 

sianalf theory of gyroscopes are appIicabLe for Barge variations of the 

position coordinates and of the velocity, 
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L In a general case, the dependence on time of the motion of the 

platform, of the masses of the gyroscopic system, of the generalized, 
ordinary and reactional forces, all of which correspond to the cyclic 
coordinates, is arbitrary and the equations of motion of mechanical 
systems with gyroscopes are written [I] as 

(1.11 

Here we use the notation for the derivatives the way it is used in 
the mechanics of variable masses, where the derivatives are calculated 

keeping the masses constant; qi(i = 1, ..", s) are the position coordi- 
nates; Qi and Y, are, respectively, the ordinary and the reaction forces 
of the absolute motion which are functions of their position coordinates, 
of their time derivatives, and of time; ~1~~ is the partial derivative 
with respect to time, when P and t are independent variables; D/Boi and 

~~~~~ are partial derivatives with respect to the indicated variables 

when I, t, qi and ii are independent variables. 

Ihe Houth function for the absolute motion of the system, correct 
within an additive constant, is (1 1, 

R= $J’ Ck(H+h,+ aj”jrj+aok) +T" 
K=l j=l 

(H>hk) ($4 
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where Ck is the axial moment of inertia of the kth gyroscope, r is the 
number of gyroscopes, H is a sufficiently large constant, h, is a func- 
tion of time, aPk is the cosine of the angle between the angular velo- 

city vector qj ind the axis of the kth gyroscope, aok is the component 

of the angular velocity of the platform along the axis of the kth gyro- 
scope. 

In Formula (1.2) the quantity T* represents the kinetic energy of the 
absolute motion of the elements-of the- suspension of 
system, of the inner rings (cases), of the motors of 
also the kinetic energy of the rotors spinning about 

Substituting (1.2) in Equations (1.1) we obtain 

2 
j=l 

. 
gii9j 

the gyroscopic 
the gyroscopes, and 
their axes. 

(1.3) 

Here we introduce 

Writing down the equations of motion arising from the applied theory 
of gyroscopes we set T*= 0. Denoting in this case the position coordi- 
nates as Qi, we obtain the equations 

where amow the gij ‘s the gGn’s are the position coordinates, and in the 

term 8; the position 
s 

and ii’s. 
coordinates and the velocities are replaced by gi’s 

When a gyroscopic system rests on a fixed platform, then daik/Jt = 

% 
k 

= 0, hence Rio = 0. 

In practice, gyyroscopic systems rest on moving platforms and gio are 
of the same order as the angular velocity of the earth”s rotation, that 
is, sufficiently small. In some gyroscopic systems the pendular moment 
appearing in Qi approaches in ma~itud~ K We must take therefore into 
account the peculiar features of the gyroscopic system under investigation. 
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We shall assume that the matrix 11 gi . (1 is non-singular, that the 
coefficients aij, g ii, and giO are of the order zero or less (like H), 
and that all the functions in (1.4) can be expanded in power series. 

let us consider the differential equations containing the small para- 
meter 

B 

The superscript (1) indicates that in the corres~nding functions the 
position coordinates and the velocities are replaced by the variables 

Q il and L;il* 

By the Poincar& small-parameter method E 2 I the variables pil and Gir 
are determined from E&ration (1.5), correct within the terms of order A. 
Assuming that in a special case h = H- ', we have 

{ qii -gpit (ii1 - ii ) = 0 (IT’) (1 6) 

2, let the Ryroscopic system rest on a fixed platform, and let the 
generalized forces of the absolute motion contain only terms of zero 
order 

We 

In 

with respect to H. 

shall try now to obtain a solution of Equations (1.3) in the form 

Qi = Qil (H-‘t) + 5i (Ht) (2.f) 

our case, the variables q il satisfy the equations 

‘Ihe initial conditions are 

‘Ihe derivatives with respect to. r 1 = H- It and r 2 = Ht will be denoted 
by primes. When agii/at and d STt i /& equal zero, or if they are of the 
order H- ' or less, then we shall say that our gyroscopic system satis- 
fies conditions (A). From Equations (2.2) and conditions (2.3) it follows 
that qil and 9:1 are of the order zero with respect to H, and further 
that q:<- are of the order H, and when the conditions (A) are satisfied 
they are of the order zero with respect to H. 

1311 (1.3), (2.11, (2.2), and by setting RiO = 0, we obtain equations 
which determine xi: 
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- szi(qm@-%2), ZPqm; (PT,), Pz2)] + rJfi(lrl, 3;m, z,) = 0 

When the quantity pi is of thezeroth order, let 

OGWj, rli, t)> = oO(Q 

Interesting cases in practice are those for which u = 0, 1, 2; we are 
going to dwell on these cases. 'Ihe functions fi are of the order H, and 

when the conditions (A) are satisfied they are of the order zero with 
respect to H. 

By the Poincare' small-parameter method C2 1 we obtain 

(9 -&, x.&' - &'j. = O(P) (2.4) 

The variables yi have the ssme initial values as the variables xi, 

and they satisfy the equations 

f; [aij (%?a0 + Ym, O> ?lj” + gij (Qm’ + ?/et, 0) Yj'] 
j=l P-5) 

= - He2 [ai (&no + ifrn, H&n’, 0) - Qi (qm*, 0, 0)] 

#hen o = 0, 1, then the right-hand side of (2.5) can be replaced by 
zero. When u = 2, then a.-, 

% 
.., and the right-hand side of (2.5) is of 

order zero with respect (i H, and by (2.5) the order of yj and y>-is the 
same as the order of yjo and yy, that is, H-l. 

'Ikerefore, as a consequence of (1.6), (2.1) and (2.4), we obtain 

{Qi -gi} z 0(11-l) (2.6) 

In our case Formula (2.6) canstitutes the foundation of the applied 
theory of gyroscopes. 

Note. In order to prove the convergence of the series by the Poincare 
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method, we require that the variables qil - gi, (;il - pi considered in 
Section 1, and the variables xi - yi, LZ: - y> considered in Section 2, 
be bounded. Thus, the derived asymptotic estimates are valid for an in- 
finite interval of time only when the above-mentioned variables are 
bounded. In a general case with a possible instability of the gyrosconic 
system, the estimates would be valid at any instant of time if the vari- 
ables were within a domain which, however large, is bounded. This remark 

applies to everything which follows. 

We shall derive estimates for positional velocities. Introducing the 
parameter p = H- ‘, and taking into account that in the general case q3; 

are of the order H, we obtain 

The variables zi have the same initial values as Xi and axe determined 
from the equations 

%en the (A) conditions are satisfied, then q’.; are of zero order with 
respect to H, and OR the right-hand side of (2.8j the last term contain- 
ing 7. .(O) can be omitted. If, besides, 0 = 0, then the whole right-hand 
side iV!Y (2.8) can be omitted and set equal zero. 

Since by (2.2) the derivatives Gil are of the order H- ‘, on the 
strength of (1.61, (2.1) and (2.1) we have the following estimate of 
positional velocities: i c_fi - ii I = O(H- ‘1. 

We shall examine, for example, a gyroscope of variable mass, whose 
exact equations of motion are I3 1 

Here the moments of inertia A and 6, the pendular Ernst ma;l, and the 
reactive moment K are known functions of time; we find that 
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t 

(D-+jJcos6=H+h, h = +lt 5 
0 

Equations (1.3) assume the form 

~lij-A~sinOcosO-LC(H-t--I~)2Gsi1lOr tngIsin0 

ii+ sing 6 -t 2Aell; sin 8 Cos U - C (El _t IL) 6 sin r! :~= iJ 

From the applied theory of gyroscopes we obtain 

As has been shown, the slow precession (2.9) determines the solution 
of the exact equations, correct within terms of the order H- ‘. 

We have thus reached the following conclusion: if a fast-spinning 
gyroscope of variable mass is deflected from its vertical position . . 
through- an angle oo, then it will begin to oscillate 
motion (2.91 in variables 8 and $, and the amplitude 
tions will be of the order H-l and the frequency of 

with respect to the 
of these oscilla- 
the order H. 

3. We shall consider now a mroscopic system on a moving platform 
with generalized forces of the order H (the pendular moment, for example.) 
Let gi be determined by differential equations (1.51, and let them be of 
the order h with respect to H. The solution of Equations (1.3) will be 
in the form (2.1). ‘Ihe variables qil will satisfy the equations 

In this case we cannot regard qit as functions of the argument 
r i =-H- It. Ihe equations which determine xi are 
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When ri are of the zero order, then we consider 

O [G(&, rli, t)l <On, 0” = max (H2, 00 (q)} (5=0, 1, 2) 

‘Ibis corresponds to cases interesting in practice. 

l’he functions Fj depend on two small parameters H-l and cc, and they 
vanish when the parameters equal zero. Denoting by 0’.the largest order 
of H- ’ and of cc and applying the Poincark small-parameter method, we 
obtain 

0 (Xi - yi, Xi’- I&_‘) = 0’ (3.2) 

In this case the variables yi are determined from the equations 

i pij (Qml+ ym, H-1r2) Yj” + gij (Qml + l/m, H-1r2) Yj’] f 
j=i 

(3.3) 

From Equations (3.3) it follows that yi and y; are of the same order 
as their initial values, that is, H- I. From the estimates (1.6) and 
(3.2) we find 

0 (Qi - gi} Z 0’ (3.4) 

Fromula (3.4) can serve as a criterion 
tions of the applied theory of gyroscopes 
platform problem or not. 

in deciding whether the equa- 
can be used with a moving- 

Consider the example of a gyroscope of constant mass with the axis of 

the outer gimbal ring fixed in the platform moving with constant speed 
in constant direction on the earth’s surface. 

Using the applied theory of gyroscopes (T*= 0) and neglecting the 
eastern velocity component, we obtain 

R = c (H + h) ($ cos8-z7NR-1sin0sing - ocoscp sinflcosg + osincpcos0) 

Here 8 and $ are the Eulerian angles measured from the local vertical 
and parallel of latitude (in an easterly direction), UN is the northern 
velocity component of the platform, R an&o are, respectively, the 
radius and the angular velocity of the earth, + is the geocentric lati- 
tude. ‘Ilie equations of motion in variables g are 

J) = - (V&S-~ c4t e sin $ + 0 cos cpcot 8 cos ‘I, + 0 sin q) + c (zgi h) 

;e’ = 2:~~~’ cos 9 - 0 cos cp sin $ (3.5) 
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It has been shown previously that the solution of Equations (3.5) re- 
presents the motion of a gyroscope in coordinates 8 and $, correct with- 
in terms of order 0’, where 

4, We shall consider now a gyroscopic system with h auxiliary eoua- 

tions solved for the highest derivatives 

Herea,v=s+l, . . . . s+nl;~,y=s+nl+l, . . . . s+n.The 
functions Qi which appear in Equations (1.3) depend in this case on the 
same variable as fl,, Szg; the coefficients aij, gij’ gio depend on s + IL 

Lagrangian coordinates. 

The equations of motion derived from the applied theory of gyroscopes 
form a compatible system (1.5) and (4.1) in which the variables g and 
their derivatives should be replaced by the variables g and their deriva- 
tives with the appropriate indices. Further 

g,” = Q”“, Ru” = q-i”, .&a = I.$ 

The replacement of the variables gil, qVvl, qrl, rii,, GVjvl by the vari- 

ables git gV, Q ii, kW is correct within terms of order H’ ‘. 

The equations determining the variables xP(p = 1, , . . , s + n) are 

i [aij(qp, + Spy H-'t,)Xj" + gij(qp1 + Zpl ff-'T~)Jj'] + 

j=l 

where 
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By the Poincare’ small-parameter method we have 

{X, - ?Jp, Xi’ - ?Ji’, 2, - YE’} = 0’ 

The variables yV and yY satisfy the same equations as xV and xy. 

The variables y,, 
Hence 

y; are af the same order as their initial values, 

{YpY y/I = O(H-l) 

Finally, we obtain, in the form of the following estimates, the 
criteria for deciding whether or not the equations derived from the 
applied theory of gyroscopes are acceptable: 
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